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INTRODUCTION
Asia Pacific Access Pty. Ltd (APA) is an international

managing China, so that they too can share this

consulting company, incorporated in Australia in

insight with all the assignees that APA works with.

1979 and established in China in 1993. A WFOE
was established in 2003 and a Shanghai Branch

As a result, all of our staff, both foreign and local,

Office in 2004.

Our core business is to provide

have a deep-rooted interest in China and all the

support services to international an d local

experience of living here has to offer. This passion

corporations conducting business in China.

comes across in every program we run, and for
every individual we assist. And this passion is

APA keeps its focus on mainland China, but also

contagious, rubbing off on the assignees, and

realizes companies may have needs in the greater

helping them to have a more enjoyable and

Asia region. Therefore, in addition to operating in

productive time here.

eleven cities across mainland China, APA also has
affiliates in Greater China (Hong Kong and Taiwan)

APA’s multinational staff number fifty plus, and

and is a founding member of a rapidly expanding

growing!

regional relocation network, Reloc8 Asia Pacific

countries across USA, Europe, Africa, Singapore,

Group.

Australia, Taiwan, UK, Hong Kong and China.

APA ’s own e r-managers, Tony Voutas and Shelley

While this diverse staff bring their own international

Warner, are two Australians who have between

perspective to China, it is critical that APA stays

them almost 40 years experience in China. They

informed and up-to-date on change in this rapidly

have worked with the Chinese State sector and

growing nation.

with overseas public and private sector corporations

Whether it be changes in economic policy, in

for specific projects.

A strong team of Chinese

waitin g list s in international school s or in

and foreign professionals provide additional

government immigration policy, APA makes a point

support.

of knowing and letting our clients know.

Tony and Shelley have a commitment to sharing

All our staff, our experience and local information

their experience, understanding and enjoyment of

is put to work for our clients. And when we work

China with foreign companies and with their

for you, we emphasize high-quality service. APA

assignee s workin g here . APA ’ s

is

e m p l oyee

her e

They come from a broad range of

to

This is a key APA objective.

deli ver

to p

qualit y,

efficien t

recruitment criteria focus on selecting those who

services...with a personalized care that comes

have found pathways to enjoying and successfully

across in every service we offer!
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LIST

OF

SERVICES

APA offers a wide range of services to assist

Business Development Services

expatriate staff and their families moving to China:
APA’s efficient and experienced Business Development
Relocation Services

Services Unit can smooth the entry of companies of
any size into the China market.

This includes in-depth

Delivering the highest quality while maintaining

assessments of the livability of new investment sites in

personalized care, APA ’ s Relocation Department is ready

2nd and 3rd Tier cities for their expatriate employees and

to assist you with:

support for their legal registration processes...whether
it be for legal incorporation in China or for an individual

‹ Orientation

work permits and residence visas.

‹ Settling In

Development Services Unit can assist with:

Our Business

‹ Home Finding
‹ Spouse Support

‹ Visa and work permit processing

‹ Lease Negotiation and Renewal

‹ New Business Incorporation as a WFOE, JV or

‹ Departure Service

Representative Office

‹ Tenancy Management Services

‹ Livability Assessments - 2nd and 3rd Tier Cities

‹ Repatriation
‹ Other Services: Airport Pick Up, Additional

Ongoing Support, and Temporary Accommodation
Search
Cross-Cultural Training
APA’s four in-house master trainers, with a combined
China working experience of over 70 years, prepare both
foreigners and Chinese Nationals to understand and
more effectively work with each other.

APA offers

programs including:
‹ Expatriates: Living in the Middle Kingdom (social

training)
‹ Expatriates: Working in the Middle Kingdom

(business training)
‹ Chinese Staff: Working in MNCs
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RELOCATION SERVICES
APA’s main focus is on providing high quality
relocation services. These are our specialties. Our
services are aimed at helping expatriates settle
smoothly into their lives in China so that they can
focus on making their lives, and jobs, productive.
This focus on pure relocation has allowed us to
succeed in allowing the people we work with to
succeed in their assignment: for managers to
perform fully effectively in a short period of time
and for families to adjust happily and quickly.
We focus on people and making this experience
work for them personally: by identifying and

This is an important distinction, as the added-value

meeting the individual needs of our assignees.

we bring is that while we make sure we know the
market and know the properties, we leave real

Our APA Consultants advise and assist the assignee

estate to realtors and instead objectively manage

with their home finding, but we work with realtors

the realtors to ensure that the properties are within

to find housing. We are not realtors.

budget and are suitable for the assignee. At the
sam e tim e , A PA als o man ag e s th e le as e
negotiations to ensure that the best deal is
achieved for the client, unaffected by commissions.
Again, the distinction we are making is important.
Other companies do offer similar services, but these
are not part of their core business. And while on
the surface they may look similar, the reality is
that they do not cover the breadth or quality of
APA’s service. In short, Relocation to us means a
great deal more than just taking people on a city
tour.
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Orientation
An Orientation program is designed to give your
assignee an introduction to the city and all it
has to offer.

This program can either be

conducted as a Pre-decision Look-see or, once
your assignee has accepted the assignment,
would then be best offered in conjunction with
the Home Finding program.
Accompanied by an experienced APA Consultant,
your assignees will have assistance learning
more about the city, the relative location of
schools, office, shopping and leisure facilities
and, if the decision isn’t already made, they will
be better informed to make a decision about
whether living in China will work for them.

‹

Inspections of Medical Facilities

‹

Tour of Shopping Amenities – to help your

An Orientation program includes an Introductory

assignee decide what to bring and what to

Briefing by the APA Consultant, which focuses

leave behind

on providing an overall introduction to life in China

‹

Introduction to available Social Networks

and the specific city, and is an opportunity for our

‹

Visits to schools if applicable

Consultant to listen to the assignee’s specific

• Arranging appointments and visiting

concerns and further modify the program based

schools

on the assignee’s needs.

• Assisting with the school application
process

The Orientation program is designed to suit the

‹

individual needs of your assignees. We cover the
following in all Orientation programs:

Open Q & A sessions addressing any specific
concerns the family may have

‹

Access to information about China after your
assignee returns home

‹

‹

A formal briefing to give an introduction to
life in China and the specific city your

In APA’s Orientation program we not only want to

assignee will be living in (e.g. Shanghai,

give your assignees an accurate view of what life

Beijing, Chengdu)

would be like living in China, but also to reassure,

Package of introductory material:

encourage and demonstrate the possibilities an

•

Includin g information folde r, maps,

international posting in China has to offer them

language list, recreation opportunities

and their family.

available, useful organizations.
‹

Objective briefing on Housing developments
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Homefinding
specific city (i.e. Beijing, Shanghai, Chengdu, etc.)
before the housing briefing.
We provide the following assistance within the
Home Finding Program:
‹

Package of introductory material – including
a map, house search itinerary, details of
rental prices, size and facilities available at
each unit

Scheduling of housing appointments
‹ Accompany the assignee to visit the housing
‹

units
‹

APA ’ s Home Finding program is designed to assist
an assignee proposing to move to China, or an
assignee moving within China, to find a new home
to suit their needs and budget.

Assist the assignee to make the appropriate
choice considering their circumstances and
housing preferences

Negotiate the terms of the rental agreement
based on the company’s housing policy
‹ Review the lease in terms of the company ’ s
‹

housing policy
The program is conducted by one of APA ’ s
professional Consultants alongside APA’s chosen

Note: This is not a legal review of

realtor.

the lease which the company should

Typically Home Finding programs are

conducted in conjunction with an Orientation,

carry out if necessary.

since an important part of making the decision to
locate the “right” home is not simply finding a

‹

house or apartment which feels “right”, but also
in understanding the different lifestyles and

Arrange for the lease to be signed by all
parties

‹

Provide the details of the appropriate parties

environments that different locations in the city

in respect of initial payments and on-going

offer and will suit assignee’s needs and lifestyle.

rental payments

For example, in terms of Beijing, choosing between
Chaoyang District or Shunyi

District, and, in

Shanghai, between Puxi (“old” Shanghai) and

Arrange for the appropriate party to make
the necessary payments
‹ Assist with the connection of utilities as
‹

Pudong (newly developed and on the other side
of the Huangpu River.)

applicable
‹

A Home Finding program includes an Introductory

Carry out a walk-through inspection of the
property along with the assignee and the
landlord

Briefing by APA’s Consultant, which focuses on
the housing locations that will be visited during
the program and the pros and cons of each location

The program is normally arranged following
consultation with the assignee and the completion

based on the assignee’s needs.

If done in

of a needs assessment. Again, usually this would

conjunction with an Orientation, there would also

be combined with an Orientation program – unless

be a separate briefing on life in China and in the

the Orientation Program is simply a Look See!
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Settling In
A Settling-In program is designe d to give
assignees a soft and happy landing. It is our goal
not only to help them cope but to help them thrive.
Our APA Consultants can give your assignees the
tools to help them adjust to a successful life in
China.

‹

The program is conducted by one of APA ’ s
professional Consultants who is familiar with life
in China, has an appreciation of the culture and
environment and understands the difficulties,
enjoyment and the practicalities of living in China.
The program includes an Introductory Briefing
by the APA Consultant, which focuses on living in
Chin a an d addresse s the concern s of the
newcomer. (Note: this briefing is likely to be in
addition to the Home Finding and Orientation
briefings.) Programs also include Move In
support: accompanied by their APA Consultant,
the assignee is walked through their new property
on the day of Move In.
We know that the most traumatic time of the
relocation is the time of the physical departure
from the hotel and arrival at the new home... and
we are there for the assignee at this most critical
moment of their assignment. APA is there to assist
in making a smooth transition into their new life
in China.
Our focus is not just on getting
acquainted with their new home.
While programs are designed to suit the unique
needs of each assignee, the following sample
outline gives an indication of how we can help
your assignees settle into living in China:
Introductory Briefing in order to clarify
specific requirements for the Settling-In
program.
• Includes sitting down to discuss what is
needed to make the assignment a success
‹ Package of introductory material
• Includes (based on availability in each
location) current expat magazines, expat
guide, city taxi book, specific articles,
flyers, and location name cards of interest
to the assignee.
‹ Move In assistance
• Accompanied move in
• Welcome Basket of Essentials (soap,
‹
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‹

‹

‹
‹
‹
‹
‹
‹

‹
‹
‹
‹
‹

detergent, fruit, tissues and toilet paper
as well as a food delivery catalogue in
English)
• Home guide (appliance use, useful phone
numbers, etc.)
Orientation Tour of the Neighborhood
• Wit h emphasis on specifi c areas of
concern, bu t may cover recreation,
medical facilities and shopping, e.g.
sup e rm ar ket s ;
mar ket s ;
Chin es e
department stores and others according
to the assignee’s interests and focused on
what they need to get their daily life in
China running smoothly.
School Support (if not conducted during the
Orientation)
• Arranging appointments and visiting
schools, if applicable.
• Assisting with the school application
process.
Assistance with opening a Bank Account
• Accompanying assignee to open a personal
banking account.
Introduction to bureaucracy of Chinese Postal
Services
Assistance in obtaining a Mobile Phone/local
SIM card
Advice on procedures to obtain Driving
Licenses
Information on Transportation Services
Information on Medical and Dental Facilities
• Arranging introductory tours of facilities
Information on Recreation Facilities and visits
where requested
• Clubs, Restaurants, Museums, Galleries
Inform at io n on Socia l Network s an d
introductions if necessary
Advice on weekend or day trips
Advice and assistance with Domestic Help
Information on activities for children
Information on Language Training

Due to cultural differences between China and the
West, day-to-day activities can sometimes be
frustrating. Our Consultants help your assignee
deal with ‘the China factor’, through advice and
tips on how to get things done with minimum
frustration.

APA is a member of Reloc8
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Spouse Support
The successful adaptation of the

A Spouse Support program can include

family is one of the critical factors

the following:

in determining an executive ’ s
successful posting. While the

z

Discuss impact on spouse’s career

z

(if appropriate)
Discuss employment or volunteer

accompanying spouse usually
bear s th e re sponsibili ty of
est ab lish in g

a

opportunities

com f ort ab l e

domestic environment, it is also

z

to follo w up professiona l an d

important that she/h e feels

personal interest opportunities.

settled and satisfied with life in

Providing information and direction

China. For some, this will mean

on the specifics of what is available

assistance in connecting with

in terms of employment prospects,

social circles, for others it will
mea n

lookin g

fo r

professional outlets.

cultural and language opportunities,

mor e

arts and craft facilities etc.

In either

case, the critical point is to

z

Provide practical advice and support
in relation to the management of the

ensure the accompanying spouse

new domestic environment, and in

is happy. If the accompanying

particular, how to hire and manage

spouse is happy, then the whole family will feel

domestic staff. All of the things we

the benefit, and it will reduce strains and pressures

take for granted knowing at home,

on the employee that may otherwise distract them

we can help you with in China

from their work.
z

Identify personal objectives and

z

develop a personal “life plan”
Connect the accompanying spouse

This program focuses on identifying what are the
individual needs of the accompanying spouse: what

with the available resources and

is it that they need or are looking for to make the

networks in China, to enable them

China assignment a positive experience. We then

to achieve their personal objectives

work with them individually to develop a program
to help meet their interests and needs.

Provide the spouse with the ability

z

This

Discuss how to create their own
network of resources and support

program can be run independently or in conjunction

amon g th e greate r expatriate

with the Settling-In Program.

community
z

Review cultural impact on personal
objectives

Each spouse has unique needs, goals and
objectives in relation to the new assignment.
At APA we make it our business to ask what
those requirements are, so that we can help
them to formulate a plan to achieve those goals.
Our assistance is as diverse as each assignee’s
needs.
www.apachina.com
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Lease Negotiation
If required, APA can provide simply a review and

‹

parties

negotiation of the lease. This is included in a full
Home Finding program, but if the Home Finding

Arrange for the lease to be signed by all

‹

Provide the details of the appropriate parties

program is not required this service can also be

in respect of initial payments and on-going

delivered individually.

rental payments
Arrange for the appropriate party to make
the necessary payments
‹ Assist with the connection of utilities as
‹

A Lease Negotiation program includes:
‹

Negotiate the terms of the rental agreement
based on the company’s housing policy

‹

applicable
‹

Carry out a walk-through inspection of the
property along with the assignee and the

Review the lease in terms of the company ’ s
housing policy

landlord

Note: This is not a legal review of the lease
which the company should carry out if
necessary.

Lease Renewal
A Lease Renewal is normally required at least once
during an assignment and APA’s role is to ensure

Agree terms of the renewal
‹ Follow up to ensure that the landlord has
‹

completed repair work

that the renewal is completed smoothly. The main
elements of the service are as follows:
‹

Negotiate necessary repairs and the addition

Negotiate rental reduction (if possible)
‹ Process the contract for signature and
‹

payment by all parties

of items into the renewal contract

Departure Service

completed accordingly. The main elements of the

Assist with official hand over and key return
‹ Assist with utility disconnection / close down
‹ Coordination of final utilities bills

departure program are as follows:

‹

At the end of the assignment, it is important to
ensure that everything is closed down and

‹

Coordination of the return of security deposit
to the company

‹

Pre-exit walk through to ensure damages and
repairs are finalized before the handover of
the property
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Tenancy Management Service
After moving in to a new property, often the
headaches only start to begin. Repairs, monthly
reminders of receipts and payments...all of these
require time and energy on the part of the
company. APA can relieve corporate HR and Finance
of these burdens.
APA can, on behalf of your company, fully manage
the ongoing coordination of payments, collection
of official tax receipts and maintenance requests
for the rented residential properties.
Tenancy Management Services include:
‹

Arrange for the connection of all utilities

‹

Represent your company when carrying out
any hand-over inspection of the Leased
Pre m is e s

wit h

th e

lan d lord ,

or

hi s

representative, taking down all necessary
details
‹

Take photographic evidence where necessary
of items in the Leased Premises

‹

‹

Carry out a walk-through of the property

‹

Handle all property complaints and resolve
them

‹

for repair work to be carried out
‹

work

Premises or her / his representative sign a
been carried out by the landlord as agreed,
and the Leased Premises

are ready for

possession
‹

Check progress of renovation work and
ensure the work is completed on time

Arrange contractors to carry out minor
repairs, renovation and general maintenance

Request that the landlord of the Leased
hand- over form, once all required works have

Arrange for an inspection of the property and

and supervise and manage all such

work
‹

Monitor invoices and receipts of rental paid

‹

Forward the invoices to the appointed contact
within your company for payment

‹

Following confirmation of payment, arrange
for the collection of official tax receipts (“fapiao”) and forward to the appointed contact
within your company
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Repatriation
Although each Repatriation will be a unique
experience, the following items are a general
indication of what would be covered:
♦ Introductory Briefing: to assess the specific
needs and situation of the assignee
♦ Detailed consultation and planning for the
remaining time left in China
♦ Discussion of how to plan for a successful
repatriation
At the end of the assignment, it is important to
prepare your assignees and their families for their
return to their home country or for their next
assignment. In fact, the repatriation experience
can be even more traumatic than the original
assignment to China! Therefore, it is critical that
3-6 months prior to ending their China experience,
a proper Repatriation program is conducted.
The APA Repatriation program would commence
with an in-depth briefing, to discuss the exact
nature of the assignee’s repatriation.

♦ Co or din at io n wit h clie n t com p a ny to
determine specific benefits and situation of
assignee
♦ Provide detailed feedback to client company
on expectations of assignee, to ensure
alignment
The ultimate goal of the Repatriation program is
to assist the client’s company and assignee in
reachin g a com m o n unde rstan din g o f th e
repatriation process and expectations. Additionally,
the goal is to properly prepare the assignee and
their family for their departure and acclimation
back to their home country.
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RELOCATION SERVICES
Airport Reception
Airport Reception is the provision of a car and
Consultant to meet and greet the assignee’s flight
at the airport and take them to their destination.
* Meet and greet is normally only provided between
the hours of 7am and 10pm, but requests can be
made outside these hours and service will be
provided if available.

Additional Ongoing Support
In order to provide follow on service, APA will
provide Ongoing Support for assignees.

This

support takes the form of:

♦ Emergency Assistance
Emergency Assistance is via APA Office Staff
during consultation hours above. Additional

♦ Concierge Information & Support
This Telephone / Email Information Line will
be staffed by the APA’s Office Staff and is
available on weekdays, Monday to Friday
8.30am to 6pm.
The aim of the Concierge Information &
Support Service is to provide the assignees
and their families with an information service
for China and their Chinese city of residence.

after-hours coverage, and even 24 hour
support, can be arranged if needed.
The aim of this support is to provide an
emergency contact when the assignee is
unsure whom to contact or approach, in the
event of theft, car accident etc.
Note: for medical emergencies a medical
clinic should be the first point of contact.

Temporary Accommodation Search
Temporary accommodation, required while the
permanent housing is pending, needs to be
arranged by the company prior to the assignee
arriving. Similar to the Home Finding service, a
Temporary Accommodation Search is the full
process of locating and negotiating for temporary
accommodation.
Temporary Accommodation Search normally
includes:
♦ Visiting the housing units on behalf of the
client
♦ Assisting the client to make the appropriate
choice considering their corporate needs

www.apachina.com
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♦ Negotiating the terms of the rental agreement
based on the company’s housing policy
♦ Reviewing the lease in terms of the
company ’ s
housing policy
Note: This is not a legal review of the lease
which the company should carry out if
necessary.
♦ Arranging for the lease to be signed by all
parties
♦ Providing the details of all the appropriate
parties in respect of initial payments and ongoing rental payments
♦ Arranging for the appropriate party to make
the necessary payments.
APA is a member of Reloc8
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CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING
APA runs Cross Cultural training programs for
expatriate managers, Chinese Nationals and for
expatriate employees and their families.

APA’s Cross Cultural training, conducted by our
experienced in-house China specialists, gives
expatriate managers new perspectives as well as
valuable tools to assist them in working effectively
with Chinese colleagues and potential business
partners.

Through our Cross Cultural management training,
foreign managers are able to achieve full efficiency
faster. They recognize how to get teams to work
well when culture is a dividing factor. Our training
also gives managers a cultural sensitivity to the
“external” environment, giving an improved insight

Families of employees can also benefit from our
Cro s s Cult u ral t rain ing .

The i r gr eat e r

understanding of the social aspects of life in China
will only increase their enjoyment, their personal
development and decrease stress on the employee!

into the role of government and how businesses,
in general, operate in China.

Cultural understanding is a two-way street, and
so it makes sense that for foreign corporations to

The business consulting aspects of this training
also show managers where opportunities can be
found and, equally important, how to avoid
damaging cultural mistakes. This is not just limited
to the work place, assimilating to their new cultural
environs will ultimately also make them more

operate effectively, Cross Cultural training must
also be provided for their Chinese National staff.
APA ’ s

t raining can help Chinese staff work

effectively with foreign counterparts and managers,
as well as improving their communication and
presentation skills and their assertiveness.

effective in their daily lives.
The combined experience of over 70 years working
The easier it is for them to interact with the local
customs and develop a true Cultural Intelligence
then all the more valuable these employees will

in China of our four in-house trainers is distilled
into all of our programs; our experience becomes
your competitive advantage!

be to the company.
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CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING
Living in the Middle Kingdom
This program is aimed at both the
employee and her / his family.

One of the main topics is an
examination of Custom s and

Over the course of this training,

Values, which covers Chinese

participants will be exposed to

values, Chinese social behavior

the differences between their

plus advice on Do’s and Don’t’s.

ho m e cult u r e an d Chin es e
culture, as well as an explanation

We

of the socio-historical factors

introduction to Chinese language

driving Chinese culture, plus an

including greetings, place names,

introduction to tools to best
handle the differences.

forms of address and the origin of

The training methodology follows

languag e an d makin g it less

these steps:
‹

‹

als o

pr ovid e

a

basi c

personal names. This is aimed at
“hu man izin g ” th e Chine s e
intimidating.

At least one week before the training,

One session focuses on issues which commonly

participants complete a profile questionnaire
which gives our trainers advance knowledge

generate a discomfort zone for expatriates living

of participants’ special requirements and

discussed, but tools are provided to help the

concerns

handling of these issues.

Course content is reviewed and fine-tuned

The final session focuses on specific family issues,

on the basis of participant responses

with Q & A. This section often covers management

in China. Not only are issues and their causes

of domestic helpers (Ayis) and Drivers, effective
‹

‹

Training is a mixture of information sharing,

bargaining and issues that children and teenagers

participatory exercises (including role

might face. The central value here is helping the

playing), cultural profiling of participants and

accompanying spouse to have a meaningful and

examination of daily living and social case
studies

rewarding experience while in China.

Trainin g commence s wit h heightening
participants’ awareness of their own cultural
filters so that they are able to view Chinese
behavior without distortion

‹

Then the focus shifts to Chinese culture, by
first exploring where modern Chinese are
“coming from” – what underlying factors still

The course concludes after participants (both the
professional and the accompanying spouse)
complete Personal and Shared Action Plans for their
assignment in China.
The above is a general outline and each course is
customized to fit the specific needs of the
participants.

condition behavior today
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CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING
Working in the Middle Kingdom
“coming from” – what underlying
factors still condition behavior
today

The Business Management
training is similar in concept to
the standard course, but the
em p h as i s is fo cu se d o n
workin g an d managin g in
China.

Training then moves to China
Tod ay,
ou tlin in g
th e
cont emp o rar y politica l an d
economic context. (Note: In
China the external environment
has greater impact on business
operations than in many other
countries)

In thi s course , expatriate
manag er s ar e assiste d in
understanding how Chinese
culture impacts the workplace,
and how to more effectively
navigat e th e interna l and
external environments with
cultural intelligence.

A session on appropriate
social behavior which facilitates
the building of “guanxi” (lasting
relationships) for the benefit of
business development. We also
h ave p ractica l train in g in
banquet etiquette
‹

The trainin g methodology
follows these steps:
‹

‹

‹

‹

‹

At least one week before
the training, participants
complete a profile questionnaire which gives
ou r t rain er s ad vanc e kno wledg e of
participants’ special requirements and
concerns

‹

Sharp focus on business culture within an
enterprise and between the enterprise and
its vendors and the market. This session
includes Q & A on specific cross cultural
business issues which participants have
confronted

‹

Discussion and exercises on effecti ve
Communication and Negotiation in a Chinese
business cultural context

Course content is reviewed and fine-tuned
on the basis of participant responses
Training is a mixture of information sharing,
participatory exercises (including role
playing), cultural profiling of participants and
examination of business-related case studies
Trainin g commence s wit h heightening
participants’ awareness of their own cultural
filters so that they are able to view Chinese
behavior without distortion (i.e. so that they
don’t use their “map” of their country to
navigate China.
Then the focus shifts to Chinese culture, by
first exploring where modern Chinese are

www.apachina.com
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Coverage of “tools” for the use of expatriate
managers in building cross cultural teamwork and
co-operation with the external business and
government environment.
This is followed by a one-to-one counseling session
based on the results of a) an abbreviated MyersBriggs personality profile, modified for a Chinese
cross-cultural context, and b) a personal cultural
profile that assesses the participant’s strengths and
weaknesses for operating in China.

APA is a member of Reloc8
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CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING
Cultural Appreciation & Effective Communication: National Staff
Th i s

prog ram

de sig n e d

wit h

pu rp o s e

is

The training methodology follows these steps:

th e
of

‹

At least one week before the training,

th e

participants complete a profile questionnaire

ability of Chinese staff

which gives our trainers advance knowledge

to fully contribute their

of participants’ special requirements and

wort h to corpo rate

concerns

st re ng t h en in g

operations by being
asserti ve

withou t

becoming

aggressive

‹

Course content is reviewed and fine-tuned
on the basis of participant responses

or remaining passive;
presenting ideas in a logical fashion; participating

‹

Training is a mixture of information sharing,

actively in meetings and learning how to challenge

participatory exercises (includin g role

effectively expatriate seniors on business operation

playing) and an examination of business-

issues.

related case studies

Training includes a specially designed segment on

‹

Training commences wit h heightening

assertive communication and message content

participants’ awareness of their own cultural

structuring, with exercises in signposting, topic

filters so that they are able to view ‘foreign”

management, turn taking, persuasion, agreeing

behavior without distortion

an d disag r ee ing , gu id anc e , fee d bac k an d
clarification and confirmation.

‹

Then the focus shifts to “foreign” culture, by
exploring what underlying factors condition
behavior of foreigners

‹

A major part of the training is on providing
“tools ” to give Chinese professionals the
ability and confidence to work effectively with
foreign managers. Obtaining an ability and
confidence in communication with foreigners
is central to this training
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
APA ’s ef fi cie n t an d ex p e r ie n c e d Bu si n e s s

How do we do this?

Development Services Unit can ease the entry of
companies of any size into the China market. We

‹

established in China since 1993!

recognize that companies operating in China face
pressures and frustrations that they don’t face back

‹

We know how to get things done – honestly,
ethically and efficiently!

home. APA is here to smooth the way and create
effective access for international companies to

We know our way around – APA has been

‹

We have dedicated Foreign and Chinese staff
working for you!

China.

We recognize that accurate information is not

What can we do?

always easy to obtain and the Chinese bureaucracy
‹

‹

We can help persuade executives and their

can be impenetrable if not inscrutable.

We are

families to accept hardship postings in 2nd

here to take away those frustrations; to make your

and 3rd Tier cities

interface with the bureaucracy, and that of your

We can achieve the efficient incorporation of

employees, smooth and hassle-free.

a legal entity (a JV, WFOE or Representative
Office) in China so that companies

can

rapidly conduct official business
‹

‹

Let APA’s Business Development Department help
you with:

We can take employees and their families
smoothly through China’s bureaucratic hoops,

‹

Livability Assessments - 2nd and 3rd Tier Cities

without interruptions to business travel

‹

Visa and work permit processing

We can ensure the efficient processing of

‹

New Business Incorporation as a WFOE, JV

Residence visas so that the all-important

or Representative Office

household goods shipment can be shipped
as early as possible

www.apachina.com
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Immigration Services
Note: All Assignees and family members
over 16 must undertake a Medical
exam inatio n as par t of th e vis a
application process. The APA Consultant
wil l
acc om p a ny
th e m
to
th e
appointment, give a detailed explanation
of the whole process and reassure them.

All assignees to China and their families need
assistance with documentation so that they can
legally live and work here.
The process of obtaining a Work Permit and a
Residence Visa can be drawn-out and full of
bureaucratic frustrations. In providing this service
to Multi-National Companies in China, APA uses its
own efficient and effective English-speaking inhouse Immigration Consultants to take the pressure
off Corporate HR and their assignees.
Efficiency and careful timing is critical since the lack
of a work permit and residence visa means that an
assignee cannot receive their household goods
shipment and that business travel needs to be
interrupted or delayed if documents cannot be
finalized promptly.

Note: APA is able to arrange the issue of
an Official Invitation Letter which can
facilitate the issue of multiple entry visas
with various length of stay limitations.
‹

A PA can handl e al l th e processe s
and
documentation required for your
assignees to obtain Work Permits and
Residence Visas and to extend them
• Accompanied Medical Examination
www.apachina.com
email: info@apachina.com

•

Collection, completion and submission to
government bureaus of all necessary
Corporate documents (with appropriate
chops) and forms for Work Permit and
Residence Visa applications

This whole process generally takes about
three weeks, provided that the assignee
doe s no t have ou t-o f-tow n travel
commitments. If urgent service is required,
APA can arrange for the process to be
completed by government bureaus within
a shorter period – for an additional fee.

Immigration program s include th e following
services:
Application and extensions for F visas to visit
China (required for Business Visitors, PreDecision Visits, and before employment papers
are in order)

Collection and delivery of all necessary
documents for Work Permit and Residence
Visa application

Note: APA will also translate all required
personal documents and work with the
relevant government bureaus to ensure
efficient processing of all documentation.

APA uses a detailed tracking system to monitor the
progress of all visas and documentation cases and
to identify when visa renewals are necessary. The
proces s of docum entatio n is manage d and
supervised by Immigration Consultants in APA ’ s
Head office.

‹

•

‹

Maintain a detailed record of visa expiry dates
in APA’s Immigration Tracking system in order
to remind Corporate HR in good time when
document renewal is necessary

‹

APA can also provide assistance in obtaining
Residence Registration
Note: The Chinese Public Security Bureau
(PSB) requires all foreigners to obtain
residence registration papers from the local
police office within 24 hours of their arrival
in China. Foreigners must also re-register
with PSB when shifting to a new address.
APA is a member of Reloc8
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Business Setup in China
Establishing a business in China is still a difficult

predominately used for service providers such as

and challenging procedure. However, with our

consulting and management services, software

experience and expertise we can make it smooth

de velop m e n t

and efficient.

manufacturing enterprises are now also using the

an d

t rad ing .

In cr e as ing l y

WFOE avenue to establish in China.
There are three recognized types of business
organizations in China open to foreign

Representative Office

companies. We are specialized in their setup:
Representative Offices are established by foreign
‹

Joint Venture (JV)

companies to engage in activities such as business

‹

Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE)

liaison, product promotion, market research and

‹

Representative Office (Rep. Office)

exchange of technology etc.

Joint Venture (JV)

Representative Offices are not officially allowed to
directly engage in operational activities. Similarly

A Joint Venture is a business arrangement

they may not invoice or receive payment in China.

consisting of two partners (one Chinese, one
foreign) creating a new business entity. Both take

APA is able to help you set up a business in the

responsibility for management, expenses and

following Chinese cities - Beijing, Shanghai, and

profits and losses.

Guangzhou.

Joint Ventures are sometimes the only way to

Other services for Business Set-up

register in China if a certain business activity is
still controlled by the government. e.g. Building

‹

space - Location and related issues

and Construction, Car Production, Cosmetics etc.
‹

Phone, secretarial and administration
support

Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise (WFOE)
The WFOE is a business arrangement when the

Recommendations and advice on office

‹

Advice on staffing costs

‹

Assistance with key staff appointments

foreign company invests on its own without a
Chinese partner. Earlier on, the WFOE format was

www.apachina.com
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
2nd and 3rd Tier Cities Livability Assessments
One of the most important

opportunities in the city, we

aspects of selecting a new

demonstrate to our clients and

location for an expanding

to their executives and their

multi-national is ... will anyone

families that these cities are

want to live there? And, if we
ha ve to sen d exp at riat e

livable and it might in fact be
fun to go there!

executives there can we make
it attractive and livable? While

The APA Team is sent to the

business conditions may be

location for a week to ten days

positive, if you can’t attract

to research actual conditions

executives or their families to

an d

move there or if they find after

to

un ear t h

hid d e n

possibilities or impossibilities.

relocating they are unhappy

(All teams include at least one

living in the new environment, it becomes a very
expensive exercise for your company.

Chinese-speaking foreigner and one Chinese

What is life like in a remote location like Chongqing

APA ’ s L i vability Assessment reports will include a

or Urumqi? Are there good international facilities...
schools? Hospitals? Food? Are there any leisure
or study opportunities which will help keep an
accompanying spouse involved and active? Are
there any other Expats in town? Questions like
these are absolutely critical to answer when making
expansion plans... and APA is here to assist in this
area.

National.)

full report on:
‹
‹

Housing options
‹ Transport within the city
‹ How to travel out (travel agents; airline
‹

schedules trains etc)
‹
‹

APA can conduc t on th e ground , in depth
assessments of any city in China. We will provide
insights, from a foreigner’s perspective, on exactly
how livable the city is. We can’t guarantee that all
cities are livable, but we have established, much
to the surprise of our clients, that 2

nd

and 3

rd

Tier

cities like Chongqing, Nanchang and Changsha can
be quite livable and enjoyable.

By producing

comprehensive illustrated city reports which

Availability of food stuffs
Availab ili ty of househol d good s an d
appliances

Availability of services: tailors; hairdressers;
shoe repairs; framers;
‹ Availability of English language books and
‹

newspapers
Social lifestyles
‹ Expats and expat networks – if any
‹ Restaurants – and where they are
‹ Study opportunities – Chinese language
‹

describe in detail practical information about the
city, as well as interesting and stimulating

International Schooling
Medical facilities

classes; Chinese painting; piano and other
‹

Leisure (sports facilities, theatres and
concerts)
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